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Tray is a very lightweight utility that assists
you in opening or closing your optical drive
using a couple of mouse clicks. You can move
the main panel to any area of the screen and
change the layout of the interface to make
the opening/closing process as easy as
possible. This optical drive tool offers full
support for up to two optical drives, and you
can select the desired one right from the
main panel. The application remains
lightweight and won’t impact the overall
performance of your system, as it doesn’t
comprise any configuration settings. Tray
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User Interface: Tray offers a simple and
minimalistic layout. The program allows you
to open or close your optical drive by
pressing the corresponding built-in buttons
on your keyboard. The main panel can be
moved to any area of the screen, and you can
change its overall appearance to match your
taste and needs. Tray Features: Optical drive
automounting Automatically mounts the
selected optical drive Can open optical drive
Automatically opens optical drive
Automatically closes optical drive Closes
optical drive Closes optical drive with a
specified time limit Eject optical drive
Automatically ejects optical drive
Automatically ejects optical drive with a
specified time limit Automatically locks
optical drive Automatically locks optical
drive Automatically unlocks optical drive
Controls specific optical drive Controls
specific optical drive When starting or



stopping: If the specified drive is mounted,
you can open it. If the specified drive is not
mounted, you can open it. If the specified
drive is not opened, you can close it. If the
specified drive is not closed, you can open it.
Automatically enters standby When shutting
down: If the specified drive is open, you can
close it. If the specified drive is not open, you
can open it. If the specified drive is not
closed, you can close it. When restarting: If
the specified drive is open, you can close it.
If the specified drive is not open, you can
open it. When launching media: If the
specified drive is mounted, you can open it.
If the specified drive is not mounted, you can
open it. If the specified drive is not opened,
you can close it. If the specified drive is not
closed, you can open it. You can specify a
duration for the specified opening or closing
operation. It is important to
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Tray is a lightweight desktop enhancement
application built specifically for helping
users open or close their optical drive
without having to manually press the PC
button. This Windows tool was designed with
an overall simplicity in mind, and allows you
to carry out all operations using a few clicks.
The main panel can be moved to any area of
the screen. The program boasts a simple and
minimalistic layout that gives you the
possibility to open or close the optical drive
by pressing the corresponding built-in
buttons. It is important to mention that the
utility offers support for up to two optical
drives, and you can select the desired one
directly from the main panel. Since it doesn’t
comprise any configuration settings, even
rookies can master the process with
minimum effort. Although it hasn’t been



updated for a while it works without flaws
even on newer operating system. During our
testing we have noticed that Tray carries out
a task quickly, and no errors showed up
throughout the entire process. As it would be
expected from such a small utility, it remains
light on system resources, so it doesn’t
burden the overall performance of the
computer, nor interfere with other programs’
functionality. To sum things up, Tray offers a
simple yet efficient software solution when it
comes to helping you open or close your
optical drive using only a few mouse clicks.
Thanks to its overall simplicity, it can be
installed and configured by all types of users,
regardless of their experience level. Tray Key
Features: * Automatically enables/disables
the optical drive at start up * Plug and play
driver * Works with PCs with and without a
BIOS * PC button support * Configure
desired buttons on your optical drive * Can



work with two optical drives * Supports
Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista * Tray OSD is
easily customizable * Tray can be configured
to work with other keyboards, for example,
by using the tray2key file * Tray allows you
to switch quickly between optical drives *
Tray is not tied to any specific operating
system * Tray supports Windows hotkeys *
Tray does not slow down your system * Tray
allows you to toggle power saving options for
your CD-ROM * Tray supports the following
optical drives: Analog CD-RW, Dual Layer
CD-RW, Double Layer CD-RW, DVD-RW,
DVD+RW, DVD+RW, CD-RW, CD+RW Tray
is shareware, but comes with a 30 day
money back
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What's New In?

Tray is a lightweight desktop enhancement
application built specifically for helping
users open or close their optical drive
without having to manually press the PC
button. This Windows tool was designed with
an overall simplicity in mind, and allows you
to carry out all operations using a few clicks.
The main panel can be moved to any area of
the screen. The program boasts a simple and
minimalistic layout that gives you the
possibility to open or close the optical drive
by pressing the corresponding built-in
buttons. It is important to mention that the
utility offers support for up to two optical
drives, and you can select the desired one
directly from the main panel. Since it doesn’t
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comprise any configuration settings, even
rookies can master the process with
minimum effort. Although it hasn’t been
updated for a while it works without flaws
even on newer operating system. During our
testing we have noticed that Tray carries out
a task quickly, and no errors showed up
throughout the entire process. As it would be
expected from such a small utility, it remains
light on system resources, so it doesn’t
burden the overall performance of the
computer, nor interfere with other programs’
functionality. To sum things up, Tray offers a
simple yet efficient software solution when it
comes to helping you open or close your
optical drive using only a few mouse clicks.
Thanks to its overall simplicity, it can be
installed and configured by all types of users,
regardless of their experience level. Tray
Download: Tray Website: Tray Screenshot:
Tray Videos: Tray Review: Tray Video



Walkthrough: Tray Screenshot:
**********************************************
***************** Download links: Tray is a
lightweight desktop enhancement
application built specifically for helping
users open or close their optical drive
without having to manually press the PC
button. This Windows tool was designed with
an overall simplicity in mind, and allows you
to carry out all operations using a few clicks.
The main



System Requirements For Tray:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 x64/Vista x64
Processor: Intel i5 quad core CPU or AMD
equivalent Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics:
Intel HD 4000 or equivalent Storage: 30 GB
available space Minimum: Windows 7
x64/Vista x64 Processor: Intel i5 quad core
CPU or AMD equivalentMemory: 4 GB
RAMGraphics: Intel HD 4000 or
equivalentStorage: 30 GB available space
Mac OS X 10.6 or later and Windows 10 or
later recommended Minimum: Intel
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